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ABSTRACT
A numerical model of the global carbon cycle is presented which includes 
the effects of anthropogenic COo emissions {CO2 produced from fossil fuel 
combustion, biomass burning, and deforestation) on the global carbon cycle. 
The model is validated against measured atmospheric COo concentrations. 
Future levels of atmospheric COo are then predicted for the following scenarios: 
(1) Business as Usual (BaU) for the period 1990-2000: (2) Same as (1). but 
with no biomass burning; (3) Same as (1). but with no fossil fuel combnustion: 
(4) Same as (1). but with a doubled atmospheric COo concentration and a 2 
K warmer surface temperature associated with the doubled atmospheric COo 
concentration.
The global model presented here consists of four different modules which 
are fully coupled with respect to CO2 . These modules represent carbon cycling 
by the terrestrial biosphere and the ocean, anthropogenic CO2 emissions, and 
atmospheric transport of COo.
The prognostic variable of interest is the atmospheric COo concentration 
field. The CO2 concentration field depends on both the sources and sinks of 
CO2 as well as the atmospheric circulation. In addition, the sources and sinks 
vary significantly as a function of both time and geographic location.
The model output agrees well with measured data at the equatorial and 
mid latitudes, but this agreement weakens at higher latitudes. This is due to 
the less adequate representation of the terrestrial ecosystem models at these 
latitudes. In the first scenario, the predicted concentration of atmospheric CO2 
is 362 parts per million by volume (ppmv) at the end of the 10 year model 
run. This establishes a baseline for the next three scenarios, which predict 
that biomass burning will contribute 3 ppmv of CO2 to the atmosphere by 
the year 2000, while fossil fuel combustion will contribute 5 ppmv. The net 
effect of a 2 K average global warming was to increase the atmospheric CO2 
concentration by approximately 1 ppmv. due to enhanced respiration by the 
terrestrial biosphere.
-  x -
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction
Recently the need to quantitatively assess the long term climatic impli­
cations of global biomass burning has been asserted (Houghton1, Walker and 
Kasting2). Based on existing data, it has been predicted that biomass burn­
ing is responsible for 20%-40% of the total anthropogenic CO2 emitted into 
the atmosphere (Levine3). Biomass burning is defined to include the following 
processes: burning associated with deforestation, burning of wood as a fuel, 
burning of grasslands and agricultural burning.
The model presented here consists of several previously existing sub-models, 
discussed below, which represent cycling of carbon by various chemical, phys­
ical and biological processes within the global carbon cycle. In constructing 
this model, preference was given to previously existing models that had been 
validated separately. This is especially important when the sub-model is highly 
parameterized, as in the case of individual ecosystem models. Here, the mod­
els were developed by experts in the particular ecosystem type, and have been 
tested against ground based measurements. The ocean circulation sub-model 
and ocean carbon sub-model have also been separately validated, and, like the 
ecosystem models, were adapted from the literature for integration into this 
model.
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3It is known that atmospheric CO2 enhances the existing atmospheric green­
house effect by trapping additional thermal radiation, thus increasing the sur­
face temperature of the earth (Ramanathan4). The level of atmospheric CO2 
is regulated by the global carbon cycle (Bolin and Fung0, Box6). The global 
carbon cycle consists of the network of sources and sinks of atmospheric CO2 
together with virtually every physical and biochemical process involving car­
bon on earth including global biomass burning. This burning releases large 
amounts of CO2 into the atmosphere some of which is reclaimed (reincorpo­
rated) into the terrestrial biosphere (land plants) over the course of months to 
years. This reincorporation occurs during the period of regrowth following the 
annual burning of certain ecosystems, primarily grasslands. However, when an 
ecosystem, such as a tropical rainforest, is burned, it can no longer act as a 
sink for atmospheric CO2 , thus the CO2 released is not reincorporated since the 
rainforest is not replaced. This affects the global carbon cycle in two ways: (1) 
the carbon stored in the forest structural material must now be redistributed 
within the reservoirs of global carbon cycle; and (2) an area once acting as a 
sink for atmospheric CO2 no longer does so. Whether these disturbances will 
have prolonged effects upon the global carbon cycle is presently unknown.
When attempting to predict the future concentration of atmospheric CO2 , 
models of the global carbon cycle are developed. At the most basic level, the 
global carbon cycle model consists of a set of carbon reservoirs representing
R eproduced with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
4the atmosphere, the oceans, and the terrestrial biota, along with a specified set 
of carbon fluxes between these reservoirs (Fig. 1.1). In order to illustrate the 
large scale features of the global carbon cycle, a simple model was developed. 
Using such a basic model, numerical experiments were performed and analyzed. 
The results are presented in chapter 3, along with a more complete description 
of the basic model. A more elaborate model is then developed so that the 
complex processes within each of the reservoirs can then be represented more 
realistically (Fig. 1.2). The complete model ultimately seeks the solution to 
the continuity equation for carbon dioxide in the atmosphere:
?^ £ = -v.(ycp)+$ + TvCp
Where C represents the CO2 concentration in a particular grid cell, p is the 
density of air, V is the horizontal wind velocity, Tv is the horizontal transport 
due to wind, and $  is the corresponding source or sink at the surface beneath 
the grid box. The model computational grid is 5 degrees by 5 degrees longitude 
by latitude and extends over the globe. The model itself is composed of individ­
ual sub-models for the atmosphere, ocean and biosphere, henceforth referred to 
as modules and data sets representing fossil fuel combustion, biomass burning 
and deforestation. The primary objective of each individual module is to com­
pute $ as a function of time, location, and local driving variables governing 
CO2 exchange. Local driving variables include rainfall, incident solar radia­
tion, temperature and windspeed. The secondary objective of the modules is
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5to predict the response of the individual modules to increasing atmospheric 
C 0 2.
ATMOSPHERIC CIRCULATION
In addition to serving as a sink to C 0 2, the atmosphere couples the oceans, 
terrestrial biosphere, and anthropogenic C 0 2 sources. An accurate model of 
atmospheric transport is necessary due to the short time scales involved in the 
ocean and global terrestrial carbon cycles relative to the atmospheric transport 
times. Specifically, the time required for atmospheric transport is greater than 
the time required for atmosphere-ocean or atmosphere-biosphere exchange, i.e. 
in a single model time step, the amount of carbon in an atmospheric grid box 
may be significantly altered by the sources and sinks for carbon at the surface 
of the earth more rapidly than the atmosphere can mix. These time scales 
are short due to the rapidity of CO2 exchange between the atmosphere and a 
source or sink compared with the atmospheric transport time.
TERRESTRIAL BIOSPHERE
A set of eight existing ecosystem models together representing over 80% 
of the terrestrial biosphere have been taken from the literature (King and 
DeAngelis7). These models are integrated into a global terrestrial biosphere 
module with both spatial and seasonal variability. Spatial and seasonal vari­
ability are necessary in order to reproduce large scale features of the atmo­
spheric C 0 2 distribution as well as being critical to predict model feedback
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6effects, such, as the response of the individual ecosystems to increasing levels of 
atmospheric CO2 , changing rainfall distributions, and changing temperature 
distributions.
OCEAN CARBON CYCLE
An existing ocean circulation model (Bryan8, Cox9) is used to predict trans­
port of carbon compounds within the ocean. This model is used to both advect 
the compounds relevant to the ocean carbon cycle and to determine values of 
temperature and salinity which affect the carbon chemistry within the earths 
oceans. It is necessary to represent the physical ocean circulation explicitly 
since the ocean biochemical processes controlling the cycling of carbon strongly 
depend upon factors such as equatorial circulation, upwelling of deep water, 
and downweiling of surface water.
FOSSIL FUEL COMBUSTION
The effects of fossil fuel combustion, i.e. the burning of coal, oil, and 
natural gas, are included in the model in the form of a global data set of 
CO2 emissions. It has been determined that fossil fuel combustion is the pri­
mary source of anthropogenic CO2 released into the atmosphere (Rotty and 
Marland10, Perry11), thus future atmospheric CO2 levels as well as the state 
of the global carbon cycle will depend strongly on future CO2 emissions from 
the consumption of these fuels. In order to completely specify the inventory 
of CO2 sources, scenarios for the use of fossil fuels must first be determined.
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7Given a specific scenario, a data set of global CO2 emissions can be generated 
and used as model input.
GLOBAL BIOMASS BURNING
Finally, the effects of global biomass burning are addressed. Distribution 
and frequency of occurrence of biomass burning are given on the 5 degree x 
5 degree global grid along with estimates of the CO2 that is released during 
this burning for specific types in the form of a data set describing the type 
of ecosystem burned (grassland or forest), the months of peak burning, and 
the average CO2 released per month during the burning season. A simple 
representation of the effects of deforestation associated with burning in the 
tropics is then incorporated into the model. An assessment can then be made 
of the impact of biomass burning and associated deforestation scenarios on the 
global carbon cycle and on atmospheric CO2 distributions.
The nature of the influence of atmospheric CO2 on global warming is dis­
cussed followed by a separate chapter describing each module and its con­
tribution to he global carbon budget. The module couplings and full model 
validation axe then discussed, followed by a discussion of limitations and pro­
cesses not treated in the individual modules. Limitations in the full model axe 
then discussed. Understanding these limitations is crucial to the interpretation 
of the model results. These limitations can also be viewed as possibilities for 
future improvements to the model. The performance of the model is assessed,
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8and the outcomes of model scenarios are presented. It is now possible to eval­
uate future states of atmospheric CO2 concentrations corresponding to future 
patterns of fossil fuel combustion and biomass burning. Finally, the results of 
the previous calculations are interpreted in light of the model limitations and 
realistic future scenarios of biomass burning and fossil fuel consumption.
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CHAPTER 2: C 0 2 and Global Warming
11
Since the primary motivation for the construction of most, if not all models 
of the global carbon cycle is the prediction of future levels of atmospheric CO2 , 
an introduction to how CO2 in the atmosphere contributes to global warming 
is presented. Carbon dioxide in the atmosphere is of vital importance to the 
earths climate (Tirpak12). CO2 gas is transparent to visible radiation, thus al­
lowing solar radiation through the atmosphere to warm the earth. CO2 is, how­
ever, opaque to infrared radiation, trapping the heat emitted from the earths 
surface. This property is shared by most diatomic and triatomic molecules in 
the atmosphere. Carbon dioxide, however, is unique in its ability to contribute 
to global warming. This thermal insulating property of the atmosphere raises 
the mean global temperature from approximately -18 degrees centigrade to 15 
degrees centigrade. This process has become known as the natural greenhouse 
effect, and it is in this manner that increased concentrations of atmospheric 
CO2 can have profound and long term effects on the earth’s climate. The 
global warming due to CO2 relative to other anthropogenic greenhouse gases 
is shown in Figure 2.1.
Prior to 1850, the concentration of atmospheric CO2 is taken to be ap­
proximately 280 paxts per million by volume (ppmv). The concentration in 
1993 was 25% greater at 353 ppmv. The present concentration of CO2 in the
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atmosphere is the highest recorded in the past 160,000 years, while the current 
rate of increase of atmospheric CO2 is approximately 0.5% per year due to 
the anthropogenic emissions, which were estimated to be 5.7 4- 0.5 Gt carbon 
per year (1 Gt=109 metric tons) in 1987 due to fossil fuel combustion alone, 
and between 0.6 Gt C and 2.5 Gt C due to deforestation for the same year 
(Bowden13) et al.).
Global warming of the magnitude predicted by current climate models 
has possibly disastrous implications. If the concentration of atmospheric CO2 
continues to increase at the present rate, the rate of mean global temperature 
increase will be at least 1 K y~l (Levine14). The sea level rise associated with 
this warming is predicted to be one meter (Levine14; Levine10). This rise would 
threaten the homes of between thirty to forty million people (Houghton1). 
Any increase of the tropospheric temperature and decrease of stratospheric 
temperature would also alter global precipitation patterns (MacCracken and 
Luther16). The combined effect of global warming with altered precipitation 
patterns may at best change the distribution of ecosystems only slightly, as 
they adjust to the new local climates, and at worst occur too rapidly for certain 
ecosystems to adapt to the new local conditions.
Theoretical climate calculations indicate that a doubling of atmospheric 
CO2 will lead to an increase of the average surface temperature of the earth by
1.5 to 4.5 K. These calculations also indicate that a 1-2 K warming at the mid
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latitudes could result in a heating of the polar regions several times greater 
(Hibler and Thorndike1'). This is thought to be partly because of a feedback 
effect where initial warming melts ice, thus exposing underlying land. The land 
absorbs much more thermal radiation than does ice; therefore, polax warming 
is enhanced and the feedback process continues.
The natural greenhouse effect can be illustrated by considering the earth 
from a point in space outside the atmosphere. The two processes for heating 
the earth are the absorption of solar radiation and the emission of thermal 
radiation. In equilibrium, this can be written:
Es =  Ei ( 1)
An expression for absorbed solar radiation can be written:
Es =  I  (0) (1 — a) 7rJ?e2 (2)
where 1(0) is the intensity of solar radiation at the top of the atmosphere, a 
is the albedo, or reflectivity of the earth’s surface, and Re is the radius of the 
earth.
Similarly, the earth’s thermal emission can be written:
Et = crTe447rJRe2 (3)
In the above equation, a  is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, and Te is the earth’s 
temperature.
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Substituting (2) and (3) into (1) yields:
I (0) (1 -  a) 7rR 2 =  AoT4i t R 2 (4)
Or,
T 4 =  /  ( ° ) ( 1 - ^ )  (5)
Substituting the values 7(0) =  1360 Wm2, a  =  0.3, and a =  5.67 x 10-8 
Wm~2K ~4, a value of 254K is obtained for Te. The measured value of Te 
is 288K as a global annual average (Ramanathan and Cockley18). The reason 
that the earth’s temperature is so much greater than the value calculated above 
is because much of the emitted thermal radiation is trapped by the atmosphere.
Reworking the previous analogy, this time with a single layer atmosphere 
(Fig. 2.2), (1) becomes:
i / ( 0 ) ( l - a )  =  €„<7T/ (6)
2eaoTa4 =  eaaTs4 (7)
Solving eqn. 7 yields:
T  4 =  - T-L a  —  ck1 *
2 ~ s
(8)
,4 j l ( 0 ) ( l - a )a T * =  (9)
1 2 a
r /  = (io)
1 2 a
T° i  =  S z  (11)
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Solving the above equations gives a surface temperature of 288K and an atmo­
spheric temperature of 244K. The earth's surface temperature depends upon 
the atmospheric temperature in the following way:
d(T.)  1 1 c T M * * )
T, 4 (1 - fa) a T /  ' 1
The primary anthropogenic atmospheric gas responsible for determining 
the atmospheric emissivity is carbon dioxide. Doubling the atmospheric con­
centration of CO2 results in an increase of the downward flux of thermal radi­
ation by approximately 4 W m ~2. Assuming that no feedback mechanisms are 
in effect (this will be discussed below), and setting the absorbed solar radiation 
to 240 Wm~2 and Ts to 288K, the change in the earth’s surface temperature 
represented by d(Ts) is calculated to be 1.2K. One feedback mechanism asso­
ciated with atmospheric warming is an increase in atmospheric water vapor 
concentration (IPCC19). Because of its opacity to thermal radiation, water va­
por is the most efficient greenhouse gas. However, since there is an abundance 
of water vapor in the atmosphere, as well as liquid water at the earth’s surface, 
the concentration of atmospheric water vapor cannot be controlled directly. 
The concentration of water vapor in an atmospheric region is specified by the 
Clausius-Claperyon equation:
es (T) =  esT  (0) exp ( )  (13)
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In the above equation. es(T) is the saturation vapor pressure at a temperature 
T, es(To) is the saturation vapor pressure at a reference temperature To. Lv is 
the latent heat of vaporization for water, and Rw is the gas constant for water.
According to eqn. 13, if the average temperature of a grid box increases, 
the saturation vapor pressure of that box, given by es(T) , will also increase. 
If the assumption that the ratio -  ^  remains approximately constant over a 
large area, then the amount of water in the grid box, e, must also increase.
The validity of the above assumption rests upon there being a large amount 
of water available at the earths surface. This being so, the main physical 
process controlling the saturation vapor pressure is the rate of evaporation. 
This rate is proportional to
The principle of water vapor feedback is contained in the following argu­
ment: If the temperature within a grid box increases, es(T) increases. If water 
evaporates so as to maintain a constant ratio e will increase. Since water 
vapor is a greenhouse gas, the temperature of the grid box will increase fur­
ther giving a new positive feedback. The reason that this feedback does not 
continue without bound is that the ratio is only approximately constant.
Including the water vapor feedback effect, and for a doubling of atmospheric 
CO2 , the following results are obtained: (1 ) For a warming of 1 .2 K due to CO2 
alone, the additional water vapor increase causes a factor of four increase in 
the radiative forcing as shown below. (2) Since the forcing is proportional to
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the surface temperature, this implies a four-fold increase in temperature as 
well. This simplistic analysis gives results that are within the range of the 
most detailed atmospheric general circulation model (GCM) analyses available 
(Sundquist20).


































Figure 2 .2  Single Layer Atmosphere
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CHAPTER 3: A Simple Model of the Global Carbon Cycle
In order to capture the large scale features of the global carbon cycle and to 
take a first step towards understanding the complete model, a simplified model 
of the carbon cycle is presented. This simple model consists of sources and sinks 
that respond to the increased atmospheric CO2 resulting from anthropogenic 
emissions by either sequestering or releasing carbon. The conceptual represen­
tation of this model is shown in figure 3.1. A discussion of the features of the 
global carbon cycle included in the simple model are as follows:
Approximately one half of the CO2 emitted into the atmosphere by an­
thropogenic sources remains there (Sundquist20; Brewer21; Quay22 et al.). The 
remainder is taken up by sinks. The known sinks for atmospheric CO2 include 
uptake and incorporation into the terrestrial biosphere via photosynthetic ac­
tivity, incorporation into the ocean via dissolution and subsequent introduc­
tion into the ocean carbon cycle, and incorporation into phytoplankton via 
photosynthetic activity in the surface ocean. CO2 is chemically inert in the 
atmosphere; therefore, there are no known atmospheric removal mechanisms 
for CO2 . The net flux of CO2 into the ocean is between 60 and 90 Gt C y -1, 
neglecting anthropogenic sources of CO2 (Phillips23). Fossil fuel combustion, 
biomass burning, and changing land use create a mean imbalance of 5  to 10  
ppmv of CO 2 in the atmosphere, resulting in the addition of approximately
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2.5 Gt ?/- 1  of carbon to the ocean (Pearman24). The time required for the 
atmosphere to adjust, or come into equilibrium, due to alteration in either the 
CO2 sources or sinks is on the order of fifty to two hundred years. This time 
constant is governed mainly by the rate of exchange of ocean surface water 
with the deep ocean water and, to a lesser extent, the atmosphere-ocean ex­
change (Phillips23). Therefore, CO2 emitted into the atmosphere today could 
have climatic impacts ranging into the next two centuries.
The addition of CO2 to the atmosphere has potential effects upon the very 
sinks that are responsible for removing CO2 . For example, the addition of CO 2 
to the atmosphere is thought to induce a fertilization effect on the terrestrial 
biosphere (Bacastow20 et al.). This CO2 fertilization effect causes plants to in­
corporate the added atmospheric CO2 into plant structural material. Although 
the carbon is released back into the atmosphere through respiration and de­
composition, the net effect is to enhance the ability of the terrestrial biosphere 
to sequester atmospheric CO2. The CO2 fertilization effect is discussed in 
greater detail in chapter 5.
The ocean also responds to increased concentrations of CO2 - Various re­
gions of the surface ocean are currently becoming saturated with respect to 
C 0 2- This implies that regions which may have acted as sinks in the past may 
become sources of CO2 (Volk and Liu26). There is also the possibility of effects 
of climatic change on the global carbon cycle. The warming of the atmosphere
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discussed in Chapter 2  could lead to changes in the temperature, wind fields, 
and precipitation patterns (Dixon2'). These are precisely the variable that 
drive ocean circulation and the solubility of CO2 in the ocean (Takahashi28; 
Rosati and Miyakoda29), and also, to a great extent, the distribution and func­
tionality of ecosystems (King and DeAngelis7).
Thus, while a more realistic dynamical model is indicated, the broad scale 
features of the global carbon cycle can be understood through a simple rep­
resentation in which the modules representing the atmosphere, ocean, and 
terrestrial biota have been replaced by sets of reservoirs representing carbon 
storage within that particular system. The atmosphere is represented as a sin­
gle box, and the variable of interest is the CO2 concentration as a function of 
time. The ocean is represented with two compartments, one for shallow water 
in direct contact with the atmosphere and the other for deep water which does 
not come into contact with the atmosphere but does absorb carbon from the 
shallow water above it. Minor modifications to this box-model have been in­
vestigated, such as representing the oceans with many vertical boxes, allowing 
different geographical regions to be represented by a number of boxes, and al­
lowing the boxes representing deep waters to directly contact the atmosphere to 
represent upwelling and downwelling (Moore30; Laut and Gundermann31; Volk 
and Liu26), (Fig. 3.2). The terrestrial biosphere is represented by four com­
partments which represent short-term carbon storage such as leaves, long-term
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carbon storage such as branches and other structural material, litter such as 
decomposing leaves and branches, and soil. The flow of carbon is represented 
by first order diffusion equations. The equations are solved simultaneously, 
and the solutions are presented in figures 3.3 through 3.5 corresponding to the 
following scenarios: (1 ) Fossil fuel burning: The atmospheric CO2 concentra­
tion is doubled, and the model is integrated forward in time for a period of 
100 years. The concentration of carbon in the various reservoirs is plotted as 
a function of time. (2) Biomass burning: In a radical scenario, 40% of the 
short-lived biota plus 1 0 % of the long lived biota are converted to CO2 and 
added to the atmosphere. The model integration and solution plots are as in 
scenario 1 . (3) Deforestation: In a scenario similar to that addressed in (1), 
25% of the short-lived biota plus 25% of the long-lived biota are removed from 
the carbon cycle. The model integration and solution plots are as in scenario 1 . 
A complete description of the model follows. The carbon fluxes, Fij, are spec­
ified as first order exchange processes with the exception of Fqi,Fio, Fq3 , F30, 
and Fzo- These exceptions represent carbon flows between the atmosphere and 
surface ocean, and the atmosphere and terrestrial biosphere respectively, and 
are discussed below. The amount of carbon in the ith reservoir is represented 
by Ci(t), and the amount present at time t=0 is Ci(0). The values for Ci(0) 
are taken from (Bolin and Fung0). The flux in steady state is represented 
by Fij(0). The Fij(0) are also taken from (Bolin and Fung5). Knowing the
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fluxes and amount of carbon in each of the reservoirs, a first-order exchange 
coefficient, Kij , can be defined:
K  — ^
!J (0)
The atmosphere-ocean flux must represent the buffering capacity of sea 
water which controls the C 0 2 partial pressure and thus determines the gas 
exchange rate (Quay22; Phillips23). The buffering of sea water is controlled 
by the availability of dissolved inorganic carbon. Dissolved inorganic carbon 
is comprised of carbonate ions, bicarbonate ions, and dissolved carbon dioxide 
which take part in the reversible reaction:
(C02)atm < - >  ( C O i ) ^  < - >  H2COz < - >  HCO3 -  < - >  CO3 - 2
Where the subscripts atm and ocn represent C 0 2 in the atmosphere and ocean, 
respectively. Most of the dissolved inorganic carbon is bicarbonate ion (90%), 
while 9% is carbonate ion with the remaining 1% being actually dissolved C 0 2 
(Brewer21). At constant temperature and alkalinity, the partial pressure of 
C 0 2 in sea water, PwC0 2 is given by:
M c* W - 9 P ( 0 )  =  P
P(0) is the preindustrial C 0 2 partial pressure in the surface ocean, and Cid(0) 
is the corresponding preindustrial concentration of dissolved inorganic carbon. 
Rewriting the above relation and solving for the quantity
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gives
£ =  10
where £ is the Revelle factor.
This leads to the following expressions for atmosphere-ocean exchange of
C 0 2:
^0,3 =  ko^Co (t) 
fiw  =  *0,3 {Co (0» +  (  (g r $ jy )  AC3 (0)
Respiration and photosynthesis can be expressed by:
' - ' ‘■ (g g r ts s*
The expression for photosynthesis comes from the observation that the uptake 
of C 0 2 from the atmosphere by the terrestrial biota is proportional to both the 
amount of photosynthetically active material present, N3, and the atmospheric 
concentration of CO2 , No (Acock and Allen32). The steady state amount of 
carbon in the reservoirs, JV2-, and the steady state fluxes, Fij, are given in Table 
3.1.
Important to note is the sensitivity of atmospheric CO2 to the ocean- 
atmosphere transfer rate, as well as the shallow ocean to deep ocean transfer. 
Also important is the sensitivity of atmospheric CO2 to the particular pa­
rameterization of photosynthesis, Specifically, the CO2 fertilization effect,here
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represented by the model constant /%, causes the atmospheric CO2 concentra­
tion to eventually fall below the initial steady state value, presumably since 
there has been enough new growth due to initially enhanced atmospheric CO2 
to substantially deplete the atmospheric CO2 reservoir.
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Figure 3.4 Biomass Burning Scenario
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Figure 3.5 Deforestation Scenario
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Table j. 1 Reservoir Model Fluxes
Gt C /y r Atmosphere Shallow Deep
Atmosphere 100 0
Shallow- 100 33
D eep 0 33
Banches 55 0 0
Structural 0 0 0
Humus 53 0 0
Soil 2 0 0
Branches Structural Humus Soil
110 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
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CHAPTER 4: The Atmospheric Circulation Module
The atmospheric circulation module consists of a set of prescribed wind 
fields and a numerical advection algorithm. Its purpose is to predict the global 
concentration field of CO2 , both as an output variable of the complete model 
and as an input variable for the ocean and biosphere modules. The atmospheric 
circulation module begins with an initial distribution of atmospheric CO2 spec­
ified on a global grid at time t {, and returns a final distribution at a later time, 
t j .  Then, the net CO2 released (absorbed) is added (subtracted) from the 
appropriate grid location. Due to the sensitivity of the ocean and biosphere to 
atmospheric CO2 concentration and to the variability of tropospheric transport 
time scales, it is desirable to reproduce the atmospheric CO2 distribution as 
accurately as possible. In addition to satisfying the above model requirements, 
an accurate transport scheme is of fundamental importance when attempting 
to reproduce observed values of atmospheric CO2 . In the present module, a 
set of wind field data obtained from the European Center for Medium-Range 
Weather Forecasting (ECMWF) was used to drive the atmospheric advection 
scheme. The data were in the form of 0 hour and 12 hour observational analy­
sis fields of horizontal winds. The atmospheric advection algorithm calculates 
the distribution of CO2 on a computational grid (Fig. 4.1) in the bottom most 
atmospheric layer defined in the data set. The horizontal grid resolution is
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5 degrees by 5 degrees latitude by longitude, and the grid box height, mea­
sured in pressure coordinates, is from 1000 mb to 850 mb(0 - 1.5km height), 
corresponding with the previously mentioned wind field data set. The advec­
tion algorithm solves the finite-difference form of the tracer transport equation 
which can be arrived at as follows: First, the continuous form of the tracer 
transport equation is developed assuming that no sources or sinks of CO2 
exist. Then, the finite difference equations are developed, and the above as­
sumption is relaxed. In the absence of sources and sinks, the rate of change of 
CO2 in a fixed volume is equal to the amount of CO2 advected in or out of the 
volume. This is represented by equation 4.1:
g  +  v . ? c - 0  (1 )
where C  is the concentration of CO2 , V is the wind velocity, V is the spatial 
gradient operator, and t is time. Equation 4.1 can be rewritten in terms of the 
material derivative:
^  +  V ■ VC  +  CV • V  (2)
or
§ — C V - f  (3)
This has a distinct advantage when modeling atmospheric transport, namely 
that the following relation holds for divergence-free velocity fields:
dp
^  + V . p F  =  0 (4)
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Since the atmospheric wind fields are given in pressure coordinates, the mass 
of air within a specified volume remains constant. Hence, the velocity field 
is nondivergent. The concentration of CO2 in the atmosphere is defined in 
terms of its mixing ratio, i.e. the concentration of CO2 with respect to air in a 
specified volume. Rewriting equation 4.2 in terms of the CO2 mixing ratio, and 
recalling equation 4.3, the conservative form of the tracer transport equation 
is found:
H =  cp-1
<5>
Rewriting equation 4.4 to include sources and sinks gives: 
du, —
~q £  "f" V  ' ^ P  =  $ o c n  d" d" $ f f c  d" ^ bmb  d" & d e f  ( 6 )
where the represent sources or sinks corresponding to the ocean, terrestrial 
biosphere, fossil fuel combustion, biomass burning, and deforestation respec­
tively. Since the solution method for the advection equation in no way depends 
on the source and sink terms, its homogeneous counterpart (equation 4.4) will 
be used to illustrate the numerical advection algorithm. The full solution will 
be shown following the discussion of the numerical algorithm.
The concentration of CO2 in a grid box centered on point (i.j) is represented 
by Cij , while the wind field values are specified at the sides of the box. Other 
variables specified by the model are the first moments in the X and Y directions
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of the CO2 distribution function within the box. These are defined at the center 
of the box along with the concentration. The finite-differencing scheme used 
to solve the tracer transport equation is known to be stable and virtually free 
from numerical diffusion (Russell and Lerner33).
In order to implement this scheme, the global model domain must be rep­
resented in a rectangular coordinate system. The dimensions of. a grid box 
centered at latitude 8, vrith north-south and east-west extent A8 and AA re­
spectively, are given by:
A  X 7 r aAA =
N X
. „ A d \  /  A8
cos ( 8 +  —  J +  cos ( 8  —




and for the polar caps, defined to be 8 > 87.5 degrees by:
.  .  7T(l y .  \
A A {@max) (9)
7ra
=  N $ W
The tracer transport equation also requires that the mass of air in each grid
cell, Mij, be known. Using the above approximations for north-south and
east-west extent, and the fact that the layer thickness is defined in pressure 
coordinates, the mass can be written:
li =  — A X  A Y  (11)
9
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where Ap  is the difference in pressure between the top and bottom of the layer, 
and g is the acceleration due to gravity. CO2 is advected as a component of 
mass fluxes, i.e. mass per unit time transported out of a grid cell. These 
mass fluxes are computed from the prescribed wind field, and the mass of air 
contained within the grid box. Advection of CO2 is defined to be along the 
flow of air, or upstream. During a time step dt, a portion of box j is advected 
into box j-f 1. The relevant quantities are defined as: =  mass of air in box
k, Sx =  first moment of tracer distribution in east-West direction, Sy =  first 
moment of tracer distribution in north-south direction.
Advection is controlled by the mass flux, defined as the product, of the wind 
velocity at the interface of two boxes, the interfacial area, and the density of 
the fluid in the upstream box. The mass of the portion of air that is advected 
upstream is given by:
AM  =  Udt (12)
These quantities are added to the respective quantities in the j th grid box. The 
first moments of the tracer distribution function describe the ration of CO2 to 
air mass, and advection is treated as a translation of coordinates in order to 
preserve the tracer distribution function as much as possible during advection. 
This minimizes the amount of computational error introduced during advection 
time steps. The tracer distribution within each grid box is continuous; however,
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there is a discontinuity in the first derivative of tracer distribution between grid 
boxes.
For a given grid box, k, the tracer distribution can be written:
To calculate advective transport for a grid box, k, the box is first divided into 
two sub-boxes such that the mass of the right sub-box is the amount of fluid 
that would be advection out of the kth box in a time step dt. Each sub-box 
retains its original concentration, C(x), but now has new local moments defined 
with respect to its center of mass. After this has been done for every grid box in 
the model domain, all of the advected sub-boxes are summed in their respective
Ci+1 +  ( x ~ \  [Xi +  Xi+i]) ; \ X i  < x < ± X i +  Xi+i
where V =  XxYxZ.
The total amount of fluid (air +  CO2) is given by:
dp A X  AY (13)
and the total amount of CO2 is:
Mij *  Cij (14)
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destination boxes, and a new tracer distribution at time t =  dt is formed from 
the old moments. The distribution function for CO2 is therefore reinitialized 
between each time step.
In practice, the two dimensional advection works in exactly the same man­
ner. The advection is decomposed into north-south and east-west components, 
and the advection scheme is alternately applied to each component. This 
method of numerically solving the advection problem, however, introduces 
some error. The error arises from the de-coupling of north-south and east- 
west wind components. In other words, advection across a diagonal trajectory 
is ignored. This introduces a small error term.
Since the error introduced in on the order (dt)2, one method of reducing the 
error would be to simply take smaller time steps. However, this becomes com­
putationally expensive since the smallest allowable time step is dictated by the 
largest wind velocity in the entire computational domain. A spatial leapfrog 
method has been successfully applied to this advection algorithm (Prather34) 
and is likewise adopted for this study. The spatial leapfrog technique alter­
nates integrations in the north-south and east-west directions in the following 
manner:
J J t = t n + l ^ o d d  _  Q 
Y t = t n + l / 2 « ’e n  =  0
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Vertical advection is defined to be the difference between the air masses ad- 
vected through the horizontal faces of the grid box:
- W ij =  uij +  v ij
The vertically-advected tracer for each horizontal grid box goes into a single 
box that is defined in pressure coordinates to be 0 < p < 850m6. The total 
mass is conserved, and the upper atmosphere acts as a single reservoir for 
C 0 2.
The atmospheric advection module has been verified for both conservation 
of total tracer and preservation of initial tracer distribution with a uniform 
wind field over the globe.
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The cycling of carbon by the terrestrial biosphere is controlled by the pro­
cesses of photosynthesis, respiration, and decomposition. These processes are 
different for each ecosystem, and the factors that affect them, namely temper­
ature, rainfall, solar radiation, and wind speed vary as functions of both time 
and geographic location. The functional dependence of the processes on the 
factors, however, is assumed to be independent of geographic location. The 
seasonal variations of the biosphere have been inferred from data taken at 
various CO2 monitoring stations mentioned in chapter 4.
A common feature of the seasonal distribution of atmospheric CO2 is a high 
frequency oscillation superimposed on steady exponential growth (Fig. 5.1). 
The high frequency oscillation is due to seasonal photosynthesis/respiration 
processes of the terrestrial biosphere, while the nearly monotonically increasing 
component is correlated with the release of CO2 into the atmosphere from fossil 
fuel combustion until about 1987. After 1987, fossil fuel consumption rises 
less dramatically, however the atmospheric concentration of CO2 continues to 
increase exponentially (Rotty and Marland12).
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The model terrestrial biosphere consists of a global ecosystem data base 
(Fig. 5.2) and eight site-specific ecosystem models which, taken together, repre­
sent over 80% of the net atmospheric CO2 exchange due to the world's ecosys­
tems (Table 5.1). The ecosystem data base specifies each ecosystem over a 
lo x  lo  global grid. The thirty-two different ecosystem classifications in this 
scheme are fisted in table 5.2. The site-specific models are fisted in table 5.3. 
The criteria for ecosystem module selection was sufficiently stringent that only 
eight different models were chosen from the literature. The two major criteria 
were (1 ) the models must have been verified, and (2 ) the models’ output must 
depend on regional driving variables in such a way as to make extrapolation 
from site-specific CO2 fluxes to regional CO2 fluxes feasible. Other criteria, 
such as computational economy were considered as well.
The terrestrial biosphere is not static. It has been observed to change 
in response to increased atmospheric CO2 concentration (Acock and Allen32). 
The response to increased CO2 is known as the CO2 fertilization effect. The 
biosphere will also respond to changes in climatic driving variables such as 
temperature and rainfall. Changes in variables such as these are expected to 
accompany increased atmospheric CO2 (Houghton30; Hansen10 et al). The re­
sponse of the model biosphere must also depend strongly on changes in external 
forcings such as temperature and rainfall.
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Plants require water, nutrients, photosynthetically active radiation (PAR), 
and CO2 to take part in photosynthesis and respiration. Photosynthesis rates 
are typically proportional to available plant biomass, ambient CO2 concentra­
tion, temperature, and sunlight (King36 et al.). For example, in the temperate 
deciduous forest ecosystem model, photosynthesis in leaves, Ptdf~ is modeled 
by:
where the variables are defined as follows:
P£dfiX =  maximum photosynthesis rate 
X \  =  carbon stored in leaves
A =  light saturation coefficient
€0 =  light intensity
€1 =  eoe~KXl
For certain geographic locations and different ecosystems, however, the re­
lationship is not as straightforward, and photosynthesis is sensitive to other 
variables as well. In high northern and southern latitudes, driving variables 
for photosynthesis such as water and PAR are limited. This in turn limits the 
amount of carbon that can be sequestered by these ecosystems (Townsend37 et 
al.). For example, in the northern coniferous forest model, the driving variables
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consist of: total precipitation, average photosynthetically active radiation, av­
erage air temperature, day length, average dew point temperature, average 
daytime temperature, average nighttime temperature, and average windspeed. 
Photosynthesis in a northern ecosystem (a coniferous forest) is modeled by:
A(3h (T ) X 1, TAp=1/2 +  Re~aG
 ^ ;------------------ ——apsG Ap= 1 / 2 +  i?
where
A =  average day length
0 =  rate constant for photosynthesis
h(T) =  effect of temperature on photosynthesis
a =  light attenuation coefficient
Ps =  stomatal resistance to CO2 and water transfer
G =  total foliage carbon
A _1
p - j
=  light intensity where P  =  0 .5 P m ax
R =  average visible radiation
The difference in the relationships of photosynthesis to the external driving 
variables demonstrates the difficulty in predicting CO2 exchange functions for 
high northern latitudes where carbon flow processes are limited by available 
water, light, and temperature. The basic terrestrial biosphere module is based 
on previously existing site-specific ecosystem models mentioned in chapter 1. In
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these models, a basic ecosystem is divided into several (10 - 30) compartments 
corresponding to physical properties of the system.
In the general case, a model is represented by a set of compartments, or 
reservoirs, and fluxes between them. The fluxes are represented by equations 
such as:
d fn,l „
—  -  ZkijNj +  7 ,■
where N denotes the mass of carbon in the its reservoir, t is the time, 7 ,- repre­
sents the addition of carbon to the ith reservoir from an external source such 
as biomass burning or fossil fuel combustion, n is the number of compartments 
in the system, and kij is the transfer coefficient. The physics of the model 
is contained in these transfer coefficients. The ecosystems represented in the 
terrestrial biosphere module are listed in table 5.2. The driving variables for 
these models are listed in table 5.3.
These models are particularly well suited toward the goal of a global terres­
trial ecosystem model with seasonal variability. The models in the terrestrial 
biosphere module have all been previously validated, and they all predict CO2 
exchange as a function of ecosystem-specific parameters and external driving 
variables.
In order to arrive at a meaningful prediction, some method of extrapolation 
from small, site-specific CO2 exchange to larger, regional CO2 exchange must
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be implemented, since the model resolution of 5 degrees by 5 degrees exceeds 
the regional model scale. Typically, this involves expressing the model param­
eters as spatially distributed random variables whose exact functional forms 
are unknown. In this case, however, since the model parameters are known at 
a finer resolution than the 5 degree by 5 degree model grid size, the expres­
sions for regional CO2 exchange can be evaluated directly. This aspect of the 
model would be useful for evaluating CO2 exchanges over very large regions, 
while minimizing errors introduced from averaging schemes. In the present 
case, however, the extrapolation scheme serves to reduce computational time 
spent in the ecosystem module.
The validity of the extrapolation from local site-specific CO2 exchange 
functions to a global CO2 exchange function rests on the following four as­
sumptions. First, that a significant portion of the global terrestrial biosphere 
has been represented by the collection of models. Secondly,that most biogenic 
trace gas fluxes arise from well defined biological processes such as photosyn­
thesis and respiration that are defined for specific ecosystems. Thirdly, that 
the distribution of ecosystems is specified over the modeled region. Fourthly, 
that these variables are controlled by external climatic forcings which are also 
defined over the region being modeled. All eight models which comprise the 
terrestrial biosphere module satisfy these criteria. The method of extrapolation 
incorporated into the terrestrial biosphere module is as follows:
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Given a region R of an area A that is spatially heterogeneous, a model can 
be defined as follows:
y  =  f {x , p , z )  a
where y represents the process of interest, in this case C02 exchange, and a 
represents the area of validity of the individual site-specific ecosystem model 
within the region R. In the model, these correspond to:
R =  a 5 x 5 grid box
a =  a 1 x 1 subbox of R
X =  model state variables
P =  model parameters
z =  external driving variables
for any site, a, x, p, and z are constant but they vary from site to site in R.
Y, the regional equivalent of y, can be expressed as Y  =  Ef(x,p,  z)g(x,p, z) 
where f(x,p,z) is the model and g(x,p,z) is the joint PDF. x and p are assumed 
known from the fine scale ecosystem data base, while an expression for g(z) is 
derived from the climatological data sets.
A and B are described by the ecosystem data base, and g(z) is estimated 
from the variability of the driving variable data. These processes are controlled 
by certain driving variables external to the system being modeled. Examples of 
such variables include temperature, rainfall, and available photosynthetically
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active radiation. If these variables are reasonably well defined, and if the indi­
vidual models are sound, then an extrapolation from local to regional carbon 
dynamics is feasible. To this end, models in which carbon fluxes are deter­
mined by external climatic driving variables are selected over those models in 
which seasonal carbon dynamics is driven by rate coefficients specific to a given 
location or data set. Carbon processes represented in the ecosystem models 
are photosynthesis, respiration, carbon aJlocation.net primary production, and 
decomposition. The models used here are outlined in figures 5.3 - 5.10.
Photosynthesis, the incorporation of atmospheric CO2 into terrestrial veg­
etation, is represented by an equation of the form:
P  —  P m a x f  ( l i T i P )
where P is the photosynthesis represented in the module as the uptake of CO2 , 
and f is a function of variables such as light, temperature and precipitation. 
Temperature and soil water are the primary environmental driving variables 
that control respiration in terrestrial ecosystems. For the ecosystems modeled, 
the following general equations were used to calculate respiration: •
$ 0,i =  K i  (Topt — T) exp (Topt — T  overK.2 ) 
$o,{ =  K if  (T, M) Xi
where Ki are rate constants, Topt is an experimentally determined optimal 
temperature, is the respiration due to compartment j, X j  is the amount
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of carbon in compartment j, and f (T)  describes the temperature dependence 
of respiration as experimentally determined, adn varies from one ecosystem to 
another.
Carbon allocation is defined to be the flow of carbon from leaves to the 
other model compartments. This flow is represented by first order diffusion 
equations with time dependent coefficients:
$1,2 =  71101,2 (2)6,2
where $ 1,2 is the translocation of carbon from leaves to another compart­
ment, n is the amount of carbon in the leaves, 9 is the time dependent factor 
representing the seasonality of the process, and £ is an ecosystem dependent 
constant representing the maximum rate of translocation. Net primary produc­
tion is defined to be the amount of atmospheric CO2 stored in an ecosystem 
over a specified time interval. Decomposition is dependent upon three vari­
ables: the amount of material available; the temperature; and the available 
soil water:
D =  f ( T , W ) X i
The ecosystem models are all represented as sets of coupled differential 
equations to be solved numerically. The variable of interest is atmospheric 
CO2 exchange. Once this is computed, it is stored for later retrieval by the
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atmospheric advection algorithm. The ecosystem models take as their input the 
atmospheric CO2 concentration (output from the advection module) and, along 
with other external input, return a net exchange of CO2 with the atmosphere.
Plots for the average monthly driving variables temperature and rainfall 
are shown in figures 5.11 - 5.22.
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Figure 5.2 Matthews Data Set
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Global Distribution of E cosystem s
01-03 Tropical/Subtropical Forest
04-06 Temperate Evergreen Forest
07-09 Tropical Evergreen Forest
10-12 Cold Deciduous Forest/Mixed Woodland
13-15 Woodland
16-18 Cold Woodland/Shrubland 
19-21 Cold Shrubland 
22-24 Sry Shrubland/Tundra 
25-27 Grassland 
29-31 Weeds/Desert/Ice
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Figure 5.11 Ecosystem Driving Variables (Jan.)
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Figure 5.12 Ecosystem Driving Variables(Feb-)
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Figure 5.13 Ecosystem Driving Variables(Mar.)
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Figure 5.14 Ecosystem Driving Variables (Apr.)
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Figure 5.15 Ecosystem Driving Variables(May)
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Figure 5.16 Ecosystem Driving Variables (Jun.)
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Figure 5.17 Ecosystem Driving Variables(Jul.)
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Figure 5.18 Ecosystem Driving Variables(Aug.)
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Figure 5.19 Ecosystem Driving Variables(Sep-)
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Figure 5.20 Ecosystem Driving Variables(Oct.)
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Figure 5.21 Ecosystem Driving Variables(Nov.)
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Figure 5.22 Ecosystem Driving Variables(Dec.)
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Biome
Table 5.1 Carbon Storage in Ecosystems 
T otal Carbon (g iga ton s)
Tropical rainforest 270
Tropical seasonal forest 160
Temperate evergreen forest 160
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Table 5.2 Ecosystem Classification
Ecosystem Type Description Modeled
1 Tropical Evergreen Rainforest Y
2 Tropical Broadleaved Forest Y
3 Subtropical Evergreen Rainforest N
4 Temperate Evergreen Forest Y
5 Temperate Evergreen Seasonal 
Forest
Y
6 Broadleaved Evergreen Forest Y
7 Tropical Evergreen Needleleaved 
Forest
N
8 Temperate Evergreen Needleleaved  
Forest
Y
9 Tropical Deciduous Forest Y
10 Cold Deciduous Forest with 
Evergreens
N
11 Cold Deciduous Forest Y
12 Mixed Forest/Woodland N
13 Broadleaved Evergreen Woodland N
14 Evergreen Needleleaved Woodland Y
15 Tropical Deciduous Woodland N
16 Cold-Deciduous Woodland Y
17 Evergreen Broadleaved Shrubland N
18 Evergreen Needleleaved Shrubland N
19 Deciduous Shrubland N
20 Cold Deciduous Shrubland N
21 Dry Shrubland N
22 Alpine Tundra
23 Grassland +  <40% W oody Cover N
24 Grassland +  <10% W oody Cover Y
25 Grassland +  Shrub Cover
26 Tall Grassland Y
27 Medium Grassland Y
28 Short Grassland Y
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Table 5 .3  Ecosystem Models
Temperate Deciduous Forest (Mixed) 
Temperate Deciduous Forest + Shrubs 
Cold Coniferous Forest 
Temperate Broadleaved Evergreen Forest 
Tropical Deciduous Forest 
Tropical Rain Forest 
Temperate Grassland 
Arid Lands
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CHAPTER 6: The Ocean Carbon Cycle Model
The atmospheric CO2 concentration is strongly affected by the ocean at­
mosphere transfer of COi- The ocean presently acts as a net sink for at­
mospheric CO2 with a global annual average flux into the ocean of 44% of 
the anthropogenic emissions of CO2 (Siegenthaler38; Sarmiento39; Jahnke40). 
The ocean’s ability to sequester atmospheric CO2 is limited by the following 
four factors: the exchange of CO2 across the atmosphere-ocean interface; the 
chemical buffering capacity of the ocean carbonate system; other chemical and 
biological ocean processes; and transfer of water between the surface ocean and 
deep sea. The approach to modeling the ocean carbon cycle taken here is based 
on the assumption that the state of the ocean carbon cycle, i.e. the distribu­
tion of temperature, salinity, and the various chemical compounds involved 
in the ocean carbon cycle, depends upon the ocean circulation, the chemi­
cal and biological processes involving carbon in the ocean, and the exchange 
of CO 2 with the atmosphere in an interrelated way. The atmosphere-ocean 
exchange of CO2 has been extensively modeled as well as experimentally mea­
sured (Rintoul41; Gemmrich and Hasse42; Ariyel43 et al., 1981). The exchange 
can be well approximated by:
$  =  C t K ( P - P a)
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where $  is the flux between the atmosphere and ocean. K is an empirically 
determined transfer velocity, a is the solubility of CO2 , Pa is the atmospheric 
CO2 partial pressure, and P is the equilibrium partial pressure corresponding 
to the actual concentration of dissolved CO2 in the ocean. The gas transfer co­
efficient, K, is known to increase with increasing wind speed as shown in figure 
6 .1 . However, an accurate empirical relationship is not yet available due to the 
scarcity of oceanic measurements (Hasse44). There is, however, much infor­
mation regarding the relationship of wind speed to ocean-atmosphere transfer 
of CO2 that has been derived from experiments performed in wind tunnels 
(Jahne40 et al.). These relations were derived in the laboratory, however, and 
are difficult to extrapolate to the open ocean. Therefore, the fluxes estimated 
in this manner may be incorrect by as much as a factor of two. This un­
certainty is not as severe as it first seems, however. The ocean’s ability to 
sequester atmospheric CO2 is controlled primarily by the transfer of carbon 
from the surface ocean to the deep ocean which occurs on a timescale of years 
to decades. Hence, the rapid ocean-atmosphere exchange time is not critical to 
long-term predictions. Short-term fluctuations, though, do depend upon the 
ocean-atmosphere exchange function. Assuming that the dependence of trans­
fer velocity or wind speed was specified, the problem of computing the partial 
pressure of CO2 , in surface ocean is reduced to that of calculating the values of 
temperature, alkalinity, and the concentrations of various dissolved inorganic
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carbon compounds as follows: the partial pressure for CO2 in surface water 
depends upon total carbon, total alkalinity, and temperature. An approximate 
form is given in (Rosati and Miyakoda29):
',=4ra‘ 10"3^ i r
where V is the average windspeed, and DZ\  is the depth of the surface box. 
Dissolved inorganic carbon is defined to be :
Cid =  [C O f ]  +  [C02] +  [HCO3 ]
Other chemical and biological processes listed in table 6.1 are coupled to the 
processes determining PCO2 through the concentration of dissolved inorganic 
carbon. These biochemical processes comprise the main part of the ocean 
biochemical carbon cycle model. The chemical processes modeled, along with 
the ocean state variables that they control are listed in table 6.1. The ocean 
biochemical processes represented in the ocean carbon cycle module are as 
follows: photosynthesis; production of carbonate; oxidation of organic carbon; 
dissolution of inorganic carbon; and sinking due to gravity of large particles of 
both organic and inorganic carbon.
Photosynthesis is calculated only in the upper most ocean layer. Net pro­
ductivity is assumed to follow the following relation (Taylor46):
N P  =  (if (I) g (N,P)
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where P is photosynthesis, im is phytoplankton growth rate. f(I) is a light limit­
ing factory, and g(N,P) is a growth function dependent upon available nitrogen 
and phosphorus. Functional forms for f(I) and g(N,P) are given in table 6.2.
The ocean carbon cycle can be briefly described as follows: The produc­
tion of new organic carbon causes a corresponding decrease in the available 
nutrients nitrogen and phosphorus. Ocean carbonate production also occurs 
in proportion to photosynthesis (Takahashi47). The rate of production of car­
bonate is assumed to deplete dissolved inorganic carbon and alkalinity. Oxi­
dation of organic carbon is proportional to the total amount of organic carbon 
present. When the organic carbon is oxidized, dissolved inorganic carbon is 
produced and alkalinity is consumed. Dissolution of inorganic carbon depends 
on the amount of inorganic carbon present and the depth below which the 
water is not saturated with inorganic carbon. The sinking of particles under 
gravitational force is assumed to depend on the concentration of particles only.
The ocean circulation determines the change in concentration of ocean car­
bon cycle variables in a given region. The ocean circulation is also dependent 
upon the temperature and salinity fields. The temperature dependence of CO2 
partial pressure implies that in order to predict the solubility of CO2 in the 
surface ocean, the circulation needs to be explicitly represented. The general
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circulation of the ocean determines the temperature, salinity and concentra­
tions of carbon compounds at a given location in the global ocean. These 
variables also determine the state of the ocean carbon cycle.
Since most of the ocean carbon chemistry takes place in the surface ocean 
and is on the time scale of years to decades, it is important that the ocean 
GCM accurately resolve the upper ocean structure. The two critical compo­
nents of upper ocean circulation axe equatorial flow and mixed layer processes. 
The latter is crucial to an ocean carbon cycle model with horizontal resolution. 
The ocean circulation module is built upon the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics 
Laboratory’s (GFDL) Modular Ocean Model (MOM). This model has been 
configured with a horizontal resolution of 4.5 degrees latitude by 3.75 degrees 
longitude, twelve vertical levels, realistic continental boundaries, and bottom 
topography. The maximum depth represented in the model is 5000 meters. 
The ocean model is forced at the surface by observed temperatures, salinities, 
and wind stresses. This model has been used successfully to predict both steady 
state distributions of 14C in the world ocean and distributions of bomb pro­
duced 14C (Rosati and Miyakoda29; Toggweiler48 et al.). However, no attempts 
were made to include chemical or biological carbon processes represented in ei­
ther work.
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The ocean circulation module is responsible for advecting the various car­
bon containing compounds represented in the ocean biochemical module. Tem­
perature and salinity data are also provided to the ocean biochemical module 
by the circulation model.
In order to specify the atmosphere-ocean exchange of COo, it is necessary 
to either know or predict the following boundary conditions: wind stress; heat 
and water fluxes; and the gas exchange rate. Also crucial are the interior 
processes of advection and the mixing, including turbulent transfer, and sinking 
of large particles due to gravity (Maier-Remier and Hasselman49). However, 
the prognostic variables of the ocean circulation module do not depend upon 
the state of the ocean carbon cycle. This allows for the ocean state fields 
corresponding to temperature, salinity, and general circulation to be calculated 
and stored prior to a carbon cycle model run. This is discussed in chapter 9.
Primitive equation models, such as the MOM, allow the temperature and 
salinity fields to be predicted. Additionally, the concentrations of the various 
forms of carbon within the ocean that play a part in the seasonal to decadal 
timescale carbon cycle are predicted. The governing equations for the MOM 
are the Navier-Stokes equations modified in the following two respects. First, 
density differences are neglected except when multiplied by gravity. Secondly, 
the equation for vertical motion has been simplified by neglecting local accel­
eration terms. This is known as the hydrostatic approximation. The equations
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can then be written:
^ r ■> mnuv / m \  ( p  \  _ut +  L [d — 2Onv  =  — I — ) ( — + F\
a \ a J  \poJx
vt +  L [v] +  20nu — =  ~* (p ~ ) ^
where
m = sec (4>); n =  sin (<p)
a d \  
m dt 
d(j>v =  a—  
dt
The hydrostatic approximation is:
dpm  + -s; = o
and the continuity equation is:
dw m (d u  d ( v / m ) \  
dz a \c?A ^ dtp )
where we can define L such that:
dwp.
dz
and the continuity equation can then be written:
I [ 1 ] = 0
There are also continuity equations for temperature and salinity which are:
f + m = Q
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f  +  i [S] =  .
and the equation of state is of the form:
p =  p(T,S,z)
The biochemical and ocean circulation models axe coupled by solving the 
ocean carbon cycle equations (figure 6.3) on the ocean GCM grid (Fig. 6 .2 ). 
The ocean carbon compounds are first initialized to observed values, and then 
are advected as passive tracers within the ocean general circulation model. 
Since these equations are decoupled from the momentum equations, the tracer 
quantities have no direct effect upon ocean circulation. Results from the global 
ocean carbon cycle model in the form of CO2 exchange plots are shown in 
figures 6.4 through 6.9
Although there is no direct coupling of ocean physical processes and the 
ocean carbon cycle, effects of global warning associated with increased atmo­
spheric CO2 have been predicted. These predictions raise substantial concern 
that the ocean may lose its ability to act as a sink for CO2 through a phe­
nomenon known as thermohaline catastrophe (Bryan50).
The ocean sequesters most of the CO2 that enters its surface by the down- 
welling of various carbon containing compounds to deep waters, then returning 
the relatively carbon free water through upwelling. This large scale ocean cir­
culation is known as thermohaline circulation, the interruption of which is 
potentially disastrous as the deep ocean would no longer be able to sequester
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approximately 2.5Gt of carbon annually. If no other sink is available, this 
CO2 will be deposited into the atmosphere. That this phenomena has been 
predicted indicates the need for a better representation of the time dependent 
global carbon cycle. In order to make any quantitative predictions regarding 
thermohaline catastrophe, however, a fully coupled atmosphere-ocean-climate 
model is needed. Such models do not presently exist.
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Figure 6 .2  Ocean Carbon Cycle
Set o f  coupled differential equations representing the ocean carbon cyc le
dn[CSoj/dt = P*n H- O (cso)
dn[csi,/dt = P * n *[C aC 03]/[C] + O (csi)
dn [n ,/d I = O (n) - (16/106)*P*n
dn[Ccli|/dt = -P*n(l + [C a C 0 3]/[C]) + O(cdi) + |3(Pa, T)*cdi + y(Pa, T)*cc 
dnla]/dl =  O (a )  + (17/106)*P*n  - 2 * [C a C 0 3j/[C]*P*n  
dn,co2|/dl = (^Pa. T) + P(Pa, T)*cdi + y(Pa, T)*<x
cso : suspended organic carbon 
csi : suspended inorganic carbon 
n : nutrient (nitrate or phosphate) 
c d i : d issolved  inorganic carbon 
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Figure 6.4 Ocean Surface Flux(Jan. - Feb.)
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Figure 6.5 Ocean Surface Flux(Mar. - Apr.)
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Figure 6 .6  Ocean Surface Flux(May. - Jun.)
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Figure 6.7 Ocean Surface Flux(Jul. - Aug.)
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Figure 6.8 Ocean Surface Flux(Sep. - Oct.)
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Figure 6.9 Ocean Surface Flux(Nov. - Dec.)I
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CHAPTER 7: The Fossil Fuel Combustion Module
The net effect of fossil fuel combustion has been to add to the global carbon 
cycle between 240 and 260 Gt of carbon since 1830, while current emissions 
resulting from the burning of coal, oil, and natural gas contribute between five 
and six Gt C per year to the global carbon cycle (Perry01). The measurements 
were taken from air bubbles as old as 160.000 years trapped in ice cores. The 
ice core was taken from Vostok, Antarctica, and is a total of 2048 meters in 
length. In order to analyze the atmospheric CO2 concentration for a particular 
time, a slice of the core corresponding to the time in question is placed in an 
evacuated chamber, crushed, and the chemical composition of the air bubbles 
analyzed by gas chromatography.
The data shown seem to be consistent with other data as far back as 10,000 
years. This data shows clearly that the atmospheric CO2 concentration has 
risen exponentially over the past hundred years. The increase in atmospheric 
CO2 is very closely correlated with the consumption of fossil fuels until 1985. 
Estimates of future CO2 release for the period 1995-2100 due to fossil fuel 
combustion range from 700 Gt C to 2100 Gt C (Bowden02 et al.). These 
estimates are based on data regarding fuels consumption rates.
For the purposes of this model, the CO2 emission data was given in the form 
of per capita consumption of fossil fuel (Fig. 7.1). Fossil fuel CO2 produced is
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expressed on a one degree by one degree latitude by longitude grid. This data 
was modified according to the scenario for fossil fuel consumption investigated. 
Each of the data points was scaled according to the predicted increase in fossil 
fuel consumption. In order to extrapolate the original data set to the one degree 
by one degree grid, individual country data from the United Nations energy 
statistics were used to calculate the net consumption of fossil fuel. Emission 
rates were calculated for individual countries by the following formula:
C = Xl (FC)i (FO)i Ci
where FC is the net fuel consumption, FO is that fraction of fuel that is oxidized 
during combustion, and C is the carbon content of the fuel.
The incorporation of the fossil fuel combustion data into the model is de­
scribed in chapter 9. Except for the modeled increase in fossil fuel consumption, 
there is no time dependence included in the data set since it has been deter­
mined that the seasonal variation in fossil fuel consumption, while present, is 
less than two percent of the average annual consumption (Taylor53).
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Figure 7.1 Fossil Fuel Consumption
















Chapter 8 The Biomass Burning Module
98
Global biomass burning is a significant source of radiatively active gases 
to the atmosphere, the most relevant to global climate change being CO2 
(Lashof54). The primary sources of biomass burning are the burning of forests 
for land clearing and the annual burning of grasslands. Methods exist for 
inferring biomass burning data from data gathered during satellite observations 
(Crutzen and Andrea00). These data can then be converted into the CO2 
released during a particular biomass burning event. CO2 is also released during 
deforestation associated with biomass burning in certain geographic regions 
(Houghton56 et al).
The data currently available on biomass burning is sparse. Values obtained 
are at best monthly averages over large geographic areas (Kaufmann57 et al.). 
On the other hand, there exists a limited amount of high resolution data gath­
ered from satellite images. This data is very well localized in both time and 
geographical extent: however, it is representative of an extremely short time 
span, eg. a few days. Nevertheless, seasonality of biomass burning can be in­
ferred from data taken over the same location at different times. Such analyses 
have be performed on data gathered by the Defense Meteorological Satellite 
Program (DMSP) in order to infer the seasonality of African savanna fires 
(Cahoon58 et al.).
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An example of coarse-scale data is the distribution of tropical biomass 
burning. This burning has been estimated and the resultant CO2 emissions 
given on a five degree by five degree latitude by longitude grid (Hao and Liu59). 
This data set is summarized in table 7.1. The areal extent of biomass burning 
deduced from satellite observations is combined with the ecosystem type to 
obtain an estimate of CO2 released during biomass burning. Total biomass 
burned is given by:
M  =  ABa/3
where A is the total area burned. B is the amount of biomass in the particular 
ecosystem, a  is that fraction of biomass that is above ground, and /? is the 
burning efficiency, or the fraction of biomass that is converted to CO2 and 
other gases.
M is converted to gross CO2 released, C, by the following relation:
C  =  0.45 M
Some CO2 released during biomass burning is reincorporated back into the 
terrestrial biosphere over a long enough time scale, typically months to years 
(Houghton06). This would seem to imply that global biomass burning has 
no net effect upon the global carbon cycle. However, there are two concerns 
regarding the CO2 released during biomass burning. First, the carbon released 
immediately released during biomass burning is carbon that has accumulated 
for months to decades and is not immediately replaced by new growth. This
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C 0 2 remains in the atmosphere until removed by some other sink. Secondly, 
the distinction must be made between C 0 2 released during burning.of savannas 
and the C 0 2 released from deforestation processes associated with biomass 
burning, such as the equivalent removal of terrestrial biosphere sinks. The 
estimates of C 0 2 released by deforestation are summarized in table 8 .2 .
The data representing C 0 2 release from deforestation comes directly from 
the biomass burning data. No attempt has been made to model the actual 
physical processes that control the exchange of C 0 2 due to deforestation. De­
forestation is therefore represented in the module by the following procedure: 
(1) determine the location and areal extent of the deforestation. This is usually 
determined from known trends but is also obtainable from satellite data. (2 ) 
locate the grid box in the model where the deforestation has taken place and 
the corresponding ecosystem from the ecosystem database. (3 ) determine a 
C 0 2 exchange weighting coefficient defined as the ratio of the areal extent of 
deforestation estimated in step one above to the area of the grid box where 
the deforestation has occurred. (4) multiply the C 0 2 exchanges calculated by 
the terrestrial biosphere module for the particular grid cell by the weighting 
function. That is, the the terrestrial biosphere module takes the data from the 
deforestation module and applies it to grid-cell scale C 0 2 exchange function.
In the model, global biomass burning is represented as monthly average 
fluxes specified on a 5 degree by 5 degree latitude by longitude grid. The
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biomass burning data is combined with the deforestation data set previously 
mentioned to form a net CO2 emissions profile over the globe. The data for 
global biomass burning used as model input is specified on a 5 degree by 
5 degree grid extending from 35 degrees north to 60 degrees south and 110 
degrees west to 170 degrees east. The data set describes biomass burning in 
tropical America, tropical Asia, and tropical Africa. The type of burning is 
classified as either forest or grassland, and the CO2 flux is given in terms of 
1 0 12g CO2 per month. Finally, the months of intensive burning are specified. 
Monthly input is shown in figures 8 .1-8.6 . The incorporation of this data into 
the model is described in chapter 9.
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Figure 8.1 Tropical Biomass Burning(Jan. - Feb.)
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Figure 8.2 Tropical Biomass Burning(Mar. - Apr.)
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Figure 8.3 Tropical Biomass Burning(May - Jun.)
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Figure 8.4 Tropical Biomass Burning(Jul. - Aug.)
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Figure 8.5 Tropical Biomass Burning(Sep. - Oct.)
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IFigure 8 .6  Tropical Biomass Burning(Nov. - Dec.) 
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CHAPTER 9: Module Coupling and Limitations
108
The individual modules representing the atmosphere, ocean, and terrestrial 
biosphere, as well as biomass burning, deforestation, and fossil fuel combustion, 
are fully coupled with respect to CO%. The modules representing the ocean 
and biosphere are sensitive to the CO2 content of the atmosphere, thus they 
exhibit different patterns depending on the atmospheric CO2 mixing ratio.
Care was taken to ensure that each module functioned properly when iso­
lated from the rest of the model. This was an important step towards validation 
of the complete model. When possible, results from the present implementa­
tions of the modules were compared with past results from the literature. In the 
numerical computer model, the individual modules pass information through 
files on disk. The files describe either CO2 concentrations, in the case of data 
passed to and from the advection module, or data base modifiers. The data 
base modifiers are generated by one module process and act on a data base that 
controls CO 2 fluxes within a separate module as in the case of deforestation or 
biomass burning modifying the data set of ecosystems used by the terrestrial 
biosphere module. The different modules comprising the model have different 
time scales associated with their own internal processes. For example, the time 
scale associated with the terrestrial biosphere module is taken to be one day,
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while the timestep for the ocean carbon cycle is six hours, and the advection 
timestep for the atmosphere is six hours.
Several model processes are unaffected by global carbon cycle processes, 
at least to first order. Examples of such processes are ocean and atmospheric 
circulation. Still other variables are affected, such as atmospheric temperature, 
but the time for the effect to become noticeable is substantially longer than 
the model simulation time.
These observations can be used to drastically reduce the amount of com­
puter time necessary to evaluate a model scenario without substantially altering 
the model predictions. To this end, the modules representing atmospheric and 
oceanic general circulation are run beforehand, and the results are stored on 
disk for subsequent model runs.
A flow chart representation of the numerical model at the level of the 
individual modules is shown in figure 9.1. A list of individual modules and the 
data sets that are used by them is given in table 9 .1 .
The distribution of atmospheric moisture affects cloudiness and rainfall 
on regional and global scales (Whitford59). Together with temperature, these 
specify almost all of the exogenous driving variables for the ecosystem models 
(windspeed is neglected). If these variables change significantly, the global 
terrestrial biosphere will behave differently (King36 et al.).
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If all these processes are considered from the perspective of the rate of 
error introduced by ignoring certain processes and the time scales for certain 
feedback loops to have an effect, the model time horizon can be estimated to 
be 15 years. The time horizon is defined to be the amount of model time before 
the uncertainty introduced in state variables becomes as large as the variables 
themselves.












Figure 9.1 Module Coupling
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CHAPTER 10: Results of Model Runs
11 3
The Carbon Dioxide Information Analysis Center (CDIAC) publishes data 
sets gathered from the various CO2 monitoring sites around the world. This 
data is in the form of monthly average atmospheric CO2 concentrations. The 
monitoring sites are typically located well away from land in order to obtain 
CO2 concentrations from relatively uncontaminated air. The primary features 
in this data are the seasonality and latitudinal variation of the atmospheric 
CO2 concentration.
Data for five of the thirty-six sites are presented along with model data for 
the years 1985 - 1990 corresponding to the locations of these sites (Fig. 10.1 - 
10.5). Then, the model is used to investigate the following four scenarios: 1. 
In the first run, Business-as-Usual (BaU) for the period 1990 - 2000. Biomass 
burning, fossil fuel combustion, and deforestation are allowed to increase at 
their present rates. 2. In the second run, biomass burning is halted, however, 
everything else is kept identical to the first run. 3. In the third run, fossil fuel 
consumption is modified according to the following projections: a. constant 
fossil fuel combustion; and b. reduction of fossil fuel combustion. 4. In the 
final run, the BaU scenario is adopted, but the atmospheric fraction of CO2 
is doubled. The earth’s surface temperature is increased by IK to account
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for the additional infrared warming. These results are presented as whole- 
atmosphere averages in figures 10.6 through 10.9. Finally, the net contributions 
of biomass burning and fossil fuel combustion to the atmospheric levels of COo 
are presented in figures 10.10 and 10.11. These effects are shown as snapshots 
of the global CO2 distributions at the end of the ten year model runs above.
Figures 1 0 .1 2  and 10.13 represent the average monthly flux of CO2 into 
and out of each model grid cell for the months of September and March. 
These months were chosen since they represent the maximum and minimum 
of biomass burning. Fluxes are given for fossil fuel combustion, biomass burn­
ing, ocean-atmosphere exchange, and biosphere-atmosphere exchange and are 
labeled FFC, BMB, OCN, and TBS, respectively. The total exchange is also 
given for each grid cell, expressed as NET=FFC+BMB+OCN+TBS. Fluxes 
are given in kg CO2 /  grid box scaled by 2x l0 ~ 6 for each month, and the sign 
convention is such that a positive number represents a flux of CO2 into the 
atmosphere, while a negative number represents a flux of CO2 into either the 
ocean or the biosphere at that location.









Figure 10.1 Data v. Model(70N x 155W)
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Figure 10.2 Data v. Model(20N x 155W)
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Figure 10.3 Data v. Model(15N x 145E)
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Figure 10.4 Data v. Model(10S x  15W)
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Figure 10.5 Data v. Model(65S x 65W)




Figure 10.6 Business as Usual
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Figure 10.7 Halt Biomass Burning
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Figure 10.8 Reduce Fossil Fuel Consumption















Figure 10.9 Doubled CO2
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Figure 10.10 Global BMB alone
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Figure 10.11 Global FFC alone
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Figure 10.13 Monthly Average Fluxes for March
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Figure 10.14 Monthly Average Fluxes for March
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Figure 10.15 Monthly Average Fluxes for March
(-177.5, -122.5)x (32.5, 87.5) (longitude)x(latitude)
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Figure 10.16 Monthly Average Fluxes for March
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Figure 10.17 Monthly Average Fluxes for March 
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Figure 10.18 Monthly Average Fluxes for March
(-117.5, -62.5)x (32.5, 87.5) (longitude)x(latitude)
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Figure 10.19 Monthly Average Fluxes for March
(-57.5, -2.5)x (-87.5, -32.5) (longitude)x(latitude)
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Figure 10.20 Monthly Average Fluxes for March 
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Figure 10.21 Monthly Average Fluxes for March
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Figure 10.22 Monthly Average Fluxes for March 
(2.5, 57.5)x (-87.5, -32.5) (longitude)x(latitude)
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Figure 10.23 Monthly Average Fluxes for March
(2.5, 57.5)x (-27.5, 27.5) (longitude)x(latitude)
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Figure 10.24 Monthly Average Fluxes for March
(2.5, 57.5)x(32.5, 87.5) (longitude)x(latitude)
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Figure 10.25 Monthly Average Fluxes for March
(62.5, 117.5)x (-87.5, -32.5) (longitude)x(latitude)
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Figure 10.26 Monthly Average Fluxes for March
(62.5, 117.5)x (-27.5, 27.5) (longitude)x(latitude)
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Figure 10.27 Monthly Average Fluxes for March
(62.5, 117.5)x(32.5, 87.5) (longitude)x(latitude)
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Figure 10.28 Monthly Average Fluxes for March
(122.5, 177.5)x (-87.5, -32.5) (longitude)x(latitude)
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Figure 10.29 Monthly Average Fluxes for March
(122.5, 177.5)x (-27.5, 27.5) (longitude)x(latitude)
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Figure 10.30 Monthly Average Fluxes for March 
(122.5, 177.5)x (32.5, 87.5) (longitude)x(latitude)
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Figure 10.31 Monthly Average Fluxes for September
(-177.5,-122.5)x (-87.5, -32.5) (longitude)x(latitude)
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Figure 10.32 Monthly Average Fluxes for September
(-177.5, -122.5)x (-27.5, 27.5) (longitude)x(latitude)
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Figure 10.33 Monthly Average Fluxes for September
(-177.5, -122.5)x (32.5, 87.5) (longitude)x(latitude)
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Figure 10.35 Monthly Average Fluxes for September
(-117.5, -62.5)x (-27.5, 27.5) (longitude)x(latitude)
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Figure 10.36 Monthly Average Fluxes for September
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Figure 10.37 Monthly Average Fluxes for September
(-57.5, -2.5)x (-87.5, -32.5) (longitude)x(latitude)
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Figure 10.38 Monthly Average Fluxes for September
(-57.5, -2.5)x (-27.5, 27.5) (longitude)x(latitude)
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Figure 10.39 Monthly Average Fluxes for September
(-57.5, -2.5)x(32.5, 87.5) (longitude)x(latitude)
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Figure 10.40 Monthly Average Fluxes for September
(2.5, 57.5)x (-87.5, -32.5) (longitude)x(latitude)
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Figure 10.41 Monthly Average Fluxes for September
(275, 57 - 5)x (-27.5, 27.5) (longitude)x(latitude)
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Figure 10.42 Monthly Average Fluxes for September
(2.5, 57.5)x (32.5, 87.5) (longitude)x(latitude)
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Figure 10.43 Monthly Average Fluxes for September
(62.5, 117.5)x (-87.5, -32.5) (longitude)x(latitude)
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Figure 10.44 Monthly Average Fluxes for September
(62.5, 117.5)x (-27.5, 27.5) (longitude)x(latitude)
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Figure 10.45 Monthly Average Fluxes for September
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Figure 10.46 Monthly Average Fluxes for September
(122.5, 177.5)x (-87.5, -32.5) (longitude)x(latitude)
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Figure 10.47 Monthly Average Fluxes for September
(122.5, 177.5)x (-27.5, 27.5) (longitude)x(latitude)
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Figure 10.48 Monthly Average Fluxes for September
(122.5, 177.5)x (32.5, 87.5) (longitude)x(latitude)
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Global biomass burning is a significant source of atmospheric CO2 which 
contributes to the global warming by the trapping of thermal radiation emitted 
from the earth. Biomass burning is currently responsible for the emission of as 
much as 2.35 Pg of carbon into the atmosphere annually . and there is every 
expectation that this will increase.
The global carbon cycle regulates the amount of CO2 remaining in the 
atmosphere. Since biomass burning affects the global carbon cycle in many 
ways, it is important to develop quantitative descriptions of how the carbon 
cycle will be affected and, in turn, how the atmospheric levels of CO2 will 
respond.
A global carbon cycle model with a realistic terrestrial biosphere and a real­
istic world ocean carbon cycle has been constructed from existing local models 
and model output validated against CO2 concentrations observed in the at­
mosphere at NOAA/GMCC monitoring stations. The numerical model has a 
horizontal resolution of 5 degrees by 5 degrees latitude by longitude, seasonal 
time scales, and a maximum simulation period of approximately 15 years. The 
maximum simulation time is estimated from the time for the uncertainty in 
the predicted quantity, in this case the global distribution of atmospheric CO2 
to increase such that the magnitude of the uncertainty is comparable to the
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magnitude of the quantity being predicted. Here, the magnitude of the un­
certainty in the atmospheric COo concentration field is directly related to the 
atmospheric circulation. The atmospheric circulation module is not valid for 
simulation times longer than 10 or 15 years, since there are various atmospheric 
modes, such as El Nino and the quasi-biennial oscillation which occur with pe­
riods of several years to decades. The terrestrial biosphere is represented by a 
set of eight separate site-specific ecosystem models. These models have several 
advantages which include realistic representation of seasonality and response 
to atmospheric CO2 concentrations. These models can also be used to repre­
sent changing ecosystem distributions and can be either improved or replaced 
individually without affecting the rest of the terrestrial biosphere module. The 
ocean carbon cycle model is embedded in an existing ocean general circulation 
model in order to give a realistic geographic distribution of ocean sources and 
sinks for CO2.
No net change in the distribution of sources and sinks for atmospheric 
CO2 was observed for the model run from 1990-2000. This means that during 
the course of the model run, neither the terrestrial biosphere nor the ocean 
behaved differently due to the increased atmospheric CO2 . The terrestrial 
biosphere is expected to respond to increased atmospheric CO2 by increasing 
the amount of carbon sequestered in plants through CO2 fertilization, while the 
ocean is expected to respond to the difference in CO2 partial pressures between
R eproduced with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
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the atmosphere and the ocean surface waters. That no change was predicted 
is likely due to the fact that observed changes in the ocean and biosphere 
take several decades to be detected, as in the case of CO2 fertilization of the 
terrestrial biosphere, and in the case of the ocean sinks, the decadal exchange 
times for water flow between the surface and deep ocean.
It is concluded that atmospheric CO2 concentrations will continue to rise 
well into the next century given any realistic scenario for either future fossil 
fuel use or biomass burning, keeping in mind that the model assumes that any 
CO2 emitted by annual biomass burning of savannas is taken up by the these 
regions during the next growing season. Thus, the only net CO2 released by 
biomass burning originates from burning of the tropical forests. Also excluded 
from the biomass burning sources of CO2 is the burning of fuel wood and 
charcoal. This results in a 15% underestimate of CO2 released. However, the 
modeling of the burning of fuel wood and charcoal was beyond the scope of 
this research.
The buildup of CO2 in the atmosphere is somewhat rapid (figures 1 0 .6  
- 10.9). This is due to the atmospheric module’s underestimation of verti­
cal mixing. This underestimate causes the CO2 to mix less rapidly with the 
atmosphere, thus regions of the biosphere and oceans that act as sinks for 
atmospheric CO2 may have less CO2 in their grid cell than they would in a 
well-mixed atmosphere, thus there is an overall underestimate of the global
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sink for CO2 . The vertical mixing is presently driven by wind only, and to 
include other mixing schemes, such as moist convection, would require a con­
siderably more complicated model atmosphere. Since the model atmosphere 
is driven by wind fields predicted at 12 hour intervals, and defined on a 2.5 
degree by 2.5 degree grid, any vertical mixing occurring on a small scale or 
over a short time will be averaged out.
Important to note also is the relatively poor agreement of the model results 
with the measured values of atmospheric CO2 in the high latitude regions. This 
was anticipated in chapter 5 as a result of poor representation of the ecosystem 
processes. In the mid-latitudes, and particularly near the equator, however, 
the model agrees well with the measured values in both the amplitude and 
phase of atmospheric CO2 concentrations. Also responsible for the disagree­
ment between the model and data shown in figures 1 0 .1  - 1 0 .5  are limitations in 
the atmospheric model. Specifically, the atmospheric transport model exhibits 
weak numerical diffusion, and underestimates vertical mixing, as has been pre­
viously discussed. These limitations give rise to the strong latitudinal gradients 
seen in figures 10.10 and 10.11. A final explanation of the discrepancy is that 
the model results are averaged over a 5 degree by 5 degree area, where the 
measurement data represents a point somewhere in that grid cell.
The difference in final states depicted in figures 10.10 and 10.11, apart from 
the fact that they represent different processes, can be explained by noting
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that in the case of the biomass burning scenario, the source varies with time 
and location, as opposed to the fossil fuel combustion scenario, which assumes 
constant average sources. This is equivalent to having the fossil fuel source 
expressed as an annual average, while the biomass burning source is expressed 
as monthly averages.
Although the model presented in this research is adequate for the task of 
determining the changes in atmospheric CO% concentration caused by global 
anthropogenic perturbations to the global carbon cycle, there are certain lim­
itations that one must be made cognizant of in order to better understand 
the model and the model output. These limitations include processes not 
represented in the model and feedback effects not represented in the model. 
Processes not represented in the model were those which did not contribute 
significantly to the global carbon cycle when compared to other processes for 
a specified time scale. These processes include river runoff transporting nutri­
ents to coastal oceans, an incomplete representation of the terrestrial biosphere, 
treatment of interannual atmospheric variability such as the El Nino/Southem 
Oscillation Pattern and the Quasi Biennial Oscillation, the use of a static set of 
wind field data, the use of a two layer atmosphere, processes such as ecosystem 
aging, reforestation, and succession not represented, and the ocean food web 
(Brewer60; Andreae61).
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The difficulties encountered in global carbon cycle, modeling center pri­
marily around the climate-carbon cycle feedbacks. Until a complete coupled 
global climate model is developed, the effects of global warming and associ­
ated climatic changes upon the carbon cycle must be treated as parameters. 
The other model limitations include processes such as the CO2 released dur­
ing biotic changes immediately following deforestation, terrestrial ecosystem 
succession processes, river runoff processes depositing carbon into the ocean, 
and coastal ocean carbon processes. These limitations put a constraint on the 
model’s time horizon or how far into the future predictions can be assumed to 
be accurate.
Examples of feedback effects not modeled include the effect of a warmer 
climate on the atmospheric and oceanic circulation and the effect of a warmer 
climate on the redistribution of water vapor in the atmosphere. The connection 
of the oceanic circulation to the ocean carbon cycle was discussed in Chapter 6 . 
By essentially holding the ocean circulation fixed, certain tracer concentration 
fields may not be as accurate as they would be by including this feedback. This 
is due partly because atmospheric variables, such as humidity and circulation, 
are not allowed to vary in response to a warmer climate.
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